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The cases are frequent, when at check of the assumption about expediency of classification of the experimental data to the given attribute 

it appears, that the results application of the appropriate criteria are opposite. The method of an estimation of a mistake the second sort for 
the data on duration of condition power block electrical station and method of comparison of a number of criteria is resulted. 

 
There is enough often results of passive or active 

experiment appear connected with a number of attributes 
which versions can be submitted by a discrete number of 
values. Display of these versions casually also does not 
depend on the experimenter. The importance of attributes and 
their versions at the best is clear at an intuitive level. 
Classification of the data on the set versions of attributes 
results in sharp decrease in number of the data of experiment 
and is connected to an opportunity of fallacies and wrong 
decisions. The method below is resulted, allowing to avoid 
the specified mistakes. We shall enter some concepts. We 
shall present the data of experiment as some set of results of 
measurement of concrete parameter (Р) and we shall 
designate it through {Р}M, where M - number of experiments. 
But the data with preset values of versions of attributes we 
shall present as sample and we shall designate through {P}m, 
where m - number of the data of sample 

 
Fig. 1. A graphic illustration of consecutive calculation of  
            statistics m for hypothesis H1. 
 

In [1] the new criterion of the control of imposing 
appearance of sample (if sample is representative an attribute 
of classification of the data insignificant) ∆m, describing the 
maximal value of a divergence of sample and a data set and 
its updating - factor of imposing appearance of sample KП, 
describing average quadratic value of a divergence of 
distributions and ∆cp, describing average value of divergences 
has been offered. Being analogues of Smirnov’s 
nonparametric criterion Dm.n [2], they had and the certain 
advantages among discrete values of sizes of divergences that 
reduced an interval between probabilities of adjacent values 
of the possible divergences, an including significance value α.  

Application of one of the criteria marked above demands 
development of methodology of their automated comparison, 
including development of methodology of an estimation of 
distributions of the criteria ∆m, KП, ∆cp and Dm.n provided that 
sample is not present. To distinguish distributions at 
hypotheses H0 and H1 we shall agree to represent them as 
F*(∆m/H0), F*(KП/H0), F*(∆сp/H0)  and F*(∆mn /H0), F*(KП/H1), 
F*(∆сp/H1), F*(∆mn/H1).   

The graphic illustration of consecutive calculation of statistics 
∆m for hypothesis H1 is resulted on fig. 1. for m=4 and M=10  

It is accepted, that sample is {X2,i}m, the random variables 
supplementing sample up to set is {X1, i}n, and set of random 
variables are {Xi }M. 

From fig. 1 it is evidently visible, that at calculation ∆m  
for hypothesis H1 biunique conformity between members of 
variations lines of random variables of set {Xi}M and 
members of variations lines Yj=F(Xi)M is broken. For 
example, to the fifth member of lines {Xi}M there corresponds 
the seventh member of lines {Yj}M. Hence, property of 
nonparametric (independence of criteria ∆m , КП , ∆cp and 
Dm,n  from type of distributions Fm(X) and Fn(X)) at check of 
hypothesis H1 considered criteria lose). Change of the law of 
distribution Fm(x) and Fn(x) is reflected in absolute size of 
each criterion. However, at any distributions  Fm(x) and Fn(x) 
parity of each of N realizations of statistic ∆m, КП and ∆cp and  
Dm.n remains constant, namely Dm,n>∆m >КП>∆cp Therefore 
change Fm(x) and Fn(x) will not influence result of 
comparison of these criteria.  

On fig. 2 experimental dependences of distributions of the 
statistics ∆m are resulted, allow us estimate character of 
change of distributions )()( mmF ∆=∆ β  depending on change 
m and n. As follows from fig. 2 with increase in number of 
random variables of sample (m) average value ∆m and an 
average quadratic deviation σ(∆m) will decrease (we compare 
distributions 1 and 3 fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Distribution of the greatest disorder of distributions 
           Fm(x) and FM(x) at hypothesis Н1(δ=0,5) 1 - m =10;  
           n =200; 2 - m =10; n =20; 3 - m=50; n=200 
 

Distributions of random variables samples with identical 
m, taken of sets with differing number of random variables 
(for example М1>>M2), will have various (∆m)ср and σ(∆m). 
Than M is more, the (∆m)cp more and σ(∆m) less. The increase 
σ(∆m) at reduction of M is caused by growing influence of 
casual character of distribution FM(τ). 

Method of comparison of the criteria. As it has been 
marked above, the preference is given to theories of check of 
statistical hypotheses to criterion for which at the fixed 
mistake of the first sort, the mistake of the second sort is 
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minimal. Hence, to compare criteria it is necessary to 
compare dependencies [ ])()( SfS αβ = , where S - one of 
considered (∆m, КП, ∆cp and Dm, n) statistic.  

Thus it is necessary to take into account: 
1. Discrete character of sizes of the greatest deviation S. 

Addition α and β also is allowable only on condition α and β 

that are determined for same value S with i=1, Σr  where Σr - 
number of identical digitizations of distributions F*(S/H0) 
and F*(S/H1).  

The size Σr  is defined: 
- number distributions F*(S/H0) and F*(S/H1) (accordingly r1 

and r2); 
- a parity of boundary values of a confidential interval of 

average values of statistics S. The overlapping of these 

intervals is more, the more and Σr ; 
The certain difficulties at construction [ ])()( SfS αβ =  

arise both at small, and at great values m and M. At small 
values m and M, sizes r1 and r2 also are small, irr <<Σ  and 

2rr <<Σ . At great value m and M, despite of essential 

increase r1 and r2, the size Σr  remains enough small though 
distinction between separate realizations S does not exceed 

1%. The increase Σr  without decrease in accuracy can be 
achieved by a method of a rounding off of values of 
realizations S up to the second significant figure.  

2. Features of statistical modeling. One of the basic 
difficulties at modeling estimations of optimum values of 
criterion checking to representativenesses of the sample) CRS  

*
,оптm∆  is decrease in influence of casual character modeled 

samples on result of calculation. Fluctuations of numerical 
values *

,оптm∆  cause the certain probability of the erroneous 
decision which, in particular, is more, than it is less number of 
realizations of sample and depends on number of iterations a 
little. Overcoming of this difficulty has been achieved as 
application of some known methods, as a method of the general 
random numbers together with a method of supplementing 
random variables [3], and new approaches, in particular: 

- applications of criterion of Kolmogorov for the control 
of conformity programmed random numbers modeled sample

to the uniform law "Sorting" samples at a significance value 
(0,3-0,4) not only reduces a mistake of the second sort, but 
also carries out protective functions from imperfection of 
program realizations samples and failures of the COMPUTER. 

It is necessary to note, that the further increase in a 
significance value (more 0,3÷0,4) conducts to essential 
reduction of number of discrete values ∆m and absence of 
identical values ∆m for distributions [1-F*(∆m/H0)] and F*(∆m /H1).  

- elimination of influence of the random variables 
supplementing sample up to a data set;  

- alignment of number of discrete values of distributions 
[ ])/(1 *

om HF ∆−  and )/( 1
* HF m∆  by assignment by absent 

discrete value zero frequency. Application of these methods 
has allowed to provide high stability of the decision. The 
control of objectivity of recommended methods was provided 
with application of a method of the decision of a «return problem».  

On fig. 3. experimental dependencies [ ])()( SfS αβ =  , for 
the values marked above m, M and δ for criteria ∆m, КП, ∆cp  
and  Dm, n. Similar dependencies are received and for lines of 
other values m1, M and δ. The analysis of these data has 
allowed concluding: 

- the least value β at 0<α<1 takes place for criterion ∆m; 
- values β at 0<α <1 for criteria КП and ∆cp  also are 

practically equal and is essentially higher, than at criterion 
∆m. In other words, distinction of distributions Fm(P) and 
Fm(P) also is defined not so much by average or average 
quadratic value of deviations, how many the greatest divergence. 

- the indirect method of an estimation of representativenesses 
of sample (Smirnov’s criterion) concedes to a direct method 
recommended authors, i.s. β(Dm)>β(∆m) at 0< α <1. 

 
Fig. 3. Curve changes of dependence β(S)=f[α(S)] at m =10;  
           M=30 and δ=0,5 for criteria (S): 1- КП  и ∆cp; 2 – Dm,n ;  3 - ∆m 
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КРИТЕРИЙ КОНТРОЛЯ ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТАЛЬНЫХ ДАННЫХ 
 

При проверке предположения о целесообразности классификации экспериментальных данных по заданному признаку результа-
ты применения соответствующих критериев часто оказываются противоположными. Приводится метод оценки ошибки второго 
рода и метод сопоставления критериев.  
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ТЯЖРЦБИ ВЕРИЛЯНЛЯРИН ЙОХЛАНМАСЫ КРИТЕРИЙАЛАРЫ 
 

Верилян яламятляря ьюря тяжрцби верилянлярин тяснифатларынын мягсядяуйьунлуьу щаггында олан эцманын йохланмасы заманы уйьун 
критерийаларын тятбиги нятижяляря чох заман якс олур. Бунун цчцн ашаьыда икинжи нюв сящвлярин гиймятляндирилмяси вя критерийаларынын  
мцгайисяси цсуллары эюстярилир.  
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